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In an era where audio visual 

technology is critical to 

successful working practices, 

choosing the right technology 

partner to guide you through the 

challenges of hybrid working and 

blended learning becomes more 

important than ever before. 

Delivering the highest quality 

user experiences from the widest 

portfolio of display products 

is just one element of our 

partnership promise. We pledge 

our partnership for the long-term, 

nurturing reciprocal relationships, 

and implementing our highly 

regarded service and support. We 

commit to continued innovation, 

resolute in our corporate 

responsibility and sustainability 

goals, and purposeful in 

supporting our partners through 

the design and deployment of 

outstanding projects on a local 

and global scale.

We stand apart by offering 

something unique. Find 

out why you should choose 

Sharp/NEC.

Something 
Unique 
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Metal Chassis 
Rigid and stable, yet light in 

weight, aluminium provides the 

strength behind Sharp/NEC’s 

Large Format Displays and dvLED 

modules. Precision engineered, 

dvLED modules remain perfectly 

aligned.

Thermal Protection 
Extending the life of our Large 

Format Displays, the metal 

framework naturally dispels heat, 

whilst Sharp/NEC’s unique heat 

management system monitors 

the temperature inside the device 

to auto-trigger fans.

Fire Safety 
The fire-retardant metal chassis 

enables Sharp/NEC to achieve 

excellent results in fire safety 

and fire load testing meaning 

no additional protection 

compensation investments are 

required.

Dependable Reliability 
Sharp/NEC’s engineering quality brings peace of mind, through the reassurance that your investment 

will continue to deliver peak performance over its long lifetime, and beyond. The meticulous selection of 

high-quality components and innovative design means that our products are engineered for 24/7 operation, 

robust against the most demanding usage.

YOU SHOULD 
CHOOSE

SHARP/NEC
WHY ?

LEARN MORE  about the quality, safety 
and peace of mind achieved by using a metal 
chassis design.

https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/flipbook.xhtml?path=/p/download/v/a486a71596eea33e9f038db88a5209e4/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_General/MetalOrPlastic/PDF-MetalOrPlastic.pdf&fbp=1
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Service & Support 
Sharp/NEC’s class-leading global service and support infrastructure is unrivalled in the 

industry. We aren’t just selling a product, we are offering a partnership for the long-term, 

by your side through the entire sales cycle from pre-sales through to the replacement 

phase, minimising the total cost of ownership and protecting your ROI. 

Trusted Brand 
Our brand boasts an industry-leading low 

failure rate. We are trusted by many of the 

world’s leading organisations. Our enduring 

MultiSync® brand promises consistent 

reliability.

Global Warranties 
Our warranties underpin our dedication to 

quality, ensuring that our products deliver 

optimal performance. Optional extended 

warranties guarantee peace of mind over 

an extended timeframe.

ServicePlus Program 
Our customers can concentrate on their 

business activities, confident that their 

IT infrastructure is underwritten by the 

ServicePlus promise.

Installation &  
Managed Services 
We take the guessing out of installing and 

managing a Display Solution inventory 

over a standard or extended lifecycle 

through our wide range of value-added 

services. 

DOWNLOAD  our dvLED warranty and 

service document

LEARN MORE  about the ServicePlus 

Program

Long Life Sustainability 
High quality product manufacture means extended product lifetimes, deferring 

replacement, and therefore waste, over a longer time frame. Durable product 

design also supports Reuse, Repair and Recycle initiatives, further extending the 

product lifecycle, whilst helping to Reduce energy consumption. 

Reduce 
Embedded computing devices 

use power more efficiently, whilst 

additional hardware is not required. 

Sensor technology assists in optimising 

brightness levels to minimise power 

usage.

Repair 
dvLED is highly serviceable with 

components that can be repaired and 

replaced to support its extraordinarily 

long lifetime of over 10 years. We 

offer a comprehensive, tailored service 

program.

Reuse 
Sharp/NEC’s innovative open modular 

design allows computing power to be 

upgraded, signage isn’t disposed of, but 

repurposed or reconfigured, extending 

the life of the display and reducing 

waste. 

Recycle 
Metal, the major component in our 

Displays, is infinitely recyclable for the 

circular economy. Our Large Format 

Displays are 97.4% recyclable, and our 

optimally sized packaging is 100% 

recyclable.

LEARN MORE  about the practical steps we are 

taking to achieve ‘A Lasting Vision.’

WHITEPAPER  Sustainable production, processes, 

and usage in digital visual devices.
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https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/flipbook.xhtml?path=/p/download/v/3d34cbed2bef425ebc00f8ee3249e7b1/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_LEDModules/dvLED_Warranty_and_Services/SharpNEC_dvLED_Warranty_and_Services.pdf&fbp=1
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/products/choice/rp/tag_serviceplus.xhtml
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/flipbook.xhtml?path=/p/download/v/c2f5fd9b836aaab8c71f769d84e0cecf/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_General/SharpNEC-Sustainability/PDF-SharpNEC_Sustainability.pdf&fbp=1
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/seemore/articles/dp/Products/Shared/Whitepapers/GreenSignage_SustainableFAQ/WP_GreenSignage_SustainableFAQ.xhtml


User-Centred Innovation 
Our innovation is not technology for technology’s sake; its drilling down to the real needs of the application 

and identifying how we can improve the entire user experience. By listening to and understanding the 

users’ real needs, we find ways to incorporate technology enhancements that release powerful usage 

enablement.

Integrated 
Computing 
Our customisable selection of 

slot-in options, with memory, 

storage and operating system 

preferences seamlessly 

embedded into our displays, 

brings choice, flexibility and 

security.

Super-silent 
Projection 
Achieved through a sealed light 

engine, Sharp/NEC’s innovation in 

silent projection is greatly valued 

in meeting rooms and lecture 

halls, ensuring no disturbance 

from fan noise. 

Centralised  
Control 
Monitor and control all display 

devices across the network with 

NaViSet Administrator. Perform 

proactive diagnostics remotely, 

improving efficiency, reducing 

costs, and minimising downtime.

LEARN MORE  about Sharp/NEC’s modular 

computing solutions.

LEARN MORE  about the benefits of 

NaViSet Administrator.

LEARN MORE  about how we make our 

projectors so silent in operation.

DOWNLOAD  the product overview  LEARN MORE  about the Sharp/NEC Global Customer Program.
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Solutions-Based Technology 
Supplier of dvLED surfaces, passive and interactive MultiSync® LCD Large Format Displays and Video Walls, 

Laser Projection, and MultiSync® Desktop Displays; Sharp/NEC offers the widest range of globally available 

visual display technologies and associated hardware and software solutions. No other displays vendor is in 

this position, allowing us to be entirely unbiased in our recommendation. 

Consultancy Partner 
With Sharp/NEC you benefit from our client-centred 

consultancy, ensuring you achieve the perfect-fit 

technology solution according to your unique 

application requirements.

Partnerships & Alliances 
We work with some of the world’s leading solutions 

providers. Combining our expertise means our 

customers benefit from a turnkey solution, tailored 

to the needs of any vertical market sector.

Global Standardisation 
With Sharp/NEC you can deliver consistency across 

your global estate, including enduring support for 

pricing, warranties, and communication about future 

product releases.

Vendor Compatibility
Many of our products are compatible with the latest 

meeting room systems including Cisco Webex, Barco 

ClickShare and Creston RoomView, and certified for 

MS Teams for the best user experiences.

Microsoft 
Teams

Certified for

Microsoft 
Teams

Certified for
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https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/launch/rp/ops.xhtml
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/launch/rp/naviset.xhtml
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/launch/rp/projectors-so-silent.xhtml
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/flipbook.xhtml?path=/p/download/v/e0e12baa7ea9a88fbf09497d7c4463de/cp/Products/Shared/Brochures/Brochures_General/ProductOverviewBrochure/NEC_Product_Overview_lv/SharpNEC_Product_Overview_Mar2023.pdf&fbp=1
https://www.sharpnecdisplays.eu/p/uk/en/launch/rp/globalcustomerprogram.xhtml
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